Abstract—For urban mobility, cycling presents itself as a cleaner, cheaper, and healthier alternative to motorized transportation. To ease the adoption of the bicycle as viable means of transportation, CycleOurCity was developed. The platform recommends appropriate cycling routes given the characteristics of the city’s road network, as classified by the participants. However, due to the efforts required to contribute, the platform presented low adoption levels.

This thesis proposes the design, implementation and evaluation of a mobile crowdsensing-based system, capable of leveraging the sensors found in smartphones wielded by a diverse community of participants. The purpose of this solution is to extend CycleOurCity, to allow the route classification tasks to be performed transparently and effortlessly by the participants’ smartphones. By shifting the source of knowledge to a crowd equipped with a wide range of sensors, the acquired information should become more precise and inexpensive.

To understand the viability of our solution, as an alternative to CycleOurCity’s human-based classification, we developed and evaluated Scout—an Android prototype. The prototype was evaluated with regard to its ability to accurately classify the slope and pavement type of the roads traveled by the participants. Our results show that the proposed solution is capable of classifying a street’s characteristics with equivalent precision to human-based classifications. In particular, Scout is capable of measuring a street’s slope degree with a 79% precision, and classifying the pavement type with 88.2% precision. Furthermore, because Scout is oblivious to the participant’s bias, our solution’s precision surpasses the human-based when classifying slope.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the major challenges for the 21st century will be to mitigate the negative effects of motorized transportation. The flexible and convenient nature of the bicycle makes it the ideal alternative for short journeys, in an urban environment [1]. It is also a cleaner, cheaper and healthier solution than the car [2].

Cities should be concerned with making cycling efficient, safe and comfortable. The existence and quality of adequate cycling infrastructures plays a crucial role in achieving these requirements, ultimately leading to a higher bicycle commuter share [3]. So what happens in cities with weak cycling infrastructures?

In cities with weak cycling infrastructures, cyclists must attempt to find the safest routes to reach their destinations. This, however, is not always a trivial task. A route’s safety is mainly characterized by its traffic density and the pavement condition. A street with high traffic density is generally dangerous as most drivers disregard safety rules designed to protect the cyclists, for instance, maintaining a minimum 1.5 m distance when passing a bicycle. The pavement condition is also a very important criteria. While it is easy for a cyclist to go around a pothole or bump, if the overall street pavement is in bad condition, the route becomes uncomfortable and dangerous.

To support a city’s bicycle commuters, there are services that allow users to automatically obtain route recommendations for their daily commutes. And even though currently there are many available alternatives most of them exhibit fundamental limitations. Many, like the popular Google Maps¹, have high maintenance costs, which lead to incomplete, outdated or inaccurate information, regarding a city’s infrastructures. This lack of information often leads to either unsatisfactory routes or even, in many cities, the absence of such services [4]. Furthermore, because they generally only take into account the distance necessary to reach the final destination, the safety of its users is often disregarded. This ultimately leads to routes that put the users in awkward and even dangerous situations.

In order to tackle this problem, CycleOurCity [4], a collaborative route planner, was designed. The system allows users to find the best routes for their daily commutes, while taking into account an extensive knowledge of a city’s routes and their characteristics, as well as the user’s preferences on different criteria, such as slope, length, and safety.

In order to do so, the system takes on a crowdsourcing approach, where participants collaborate by classifying routes within a city. As participants contribute, the system’s knowledge grows and becomes more accurate. This allows CycleOurCity to recommend increasingly better routes.

While a crowdsourcing approach allows the system to scale to any city, with no additional costs, it also presents some challenges. The quality of the recommended routes depends on the existence of many different points of view and their correctness. This means that the success of CycleOurCity depends on the existence of a great number of participants, a challenge that is common to most crowdsourcing platforms. More specifically, CycleOurCity relies on a vast number of participants spread around the urban centre and actively participating by contributing with classifications.

In his study, Nunes [4] identified several areas of improvement. Currently, classifying a route is an arduous task where the participants must individually classify every segment of that route. So, there is a need to lessen the classification task’s burden. A challenge this thesis will address by employing an approach based on a novel paradigm of mobile applications,

¹https://maps.google.com
referred to as *Mobile Crowdsensing* [5]. By taking advantage of the intelligence and mobility of a community of participants equipped with multi-modal sensing mobile devices, it is possible to infer the characteristics of a city’s cycling infrastructures. These inferences are performed with no need of user interaction, thus allowing classification tasks to be performed in an effortless and unobtrusive manner.

Smartphones present themselves as an ideal tool for a great number of reasons. When compared to traditional mote-class sensors, smartphones come equipped with greater computational and communication capacities. They are also outfitted with several multi-modal sensors. And finally, there are currently millions of these devices active in the field, making their potential tremendous.

Traditionally, mobile crowdsensing systems encompass two core components. An application running on the mobile device, which is responsible for leveraging the sensors, in order to gather data that pertains to the phenomena being studied. And a back-end where the intelligence *per se* is located. This structure allows CycleOurCity to transition smoothly from crowdsourcing to crowdsensing since the current system already implements most of the back-end component.

To better understand how a mobile crowdsensing-based approach facilitates the classification task lets consider the following scenario. When a participant initiates a ride, he mounts his smartphone on the bicycle and initiates the mobile crowdsensing application. While the participant is riding, the application is leveraging the smartphone’s sensing capabilities to measure and classify the characteristics of the route, just as if it was being manually classified by the participant. Meanwhile, the classifications inferred by the application are being sent to a back-end server. The latter allows the information gathered by the participant to be aggregated and made available to the CycleOurCity community, thus improving CycleOurCity’s knowledge base. When the participant reaches his destination, he turns off Scout and goes about his daily routine. Hence, the participant may contribute to the CycleOurCity in an effortless and unobtrusive manner.

However, given the nature of mobile crowdsensing systems, the success of CycleOurCity, as a mobile crowdsensing system, depends on how certain challenges are addressed. We focus on addressing two key challenges:

- Without proper mechanisms capable of appropriately interpreting raw sensor data, the gathered data is worthless [6]. In order to enable the inference of relevant information, mobile crowdsensing systems must employ data-mining algorithms, as well as statistical analysis techniques.
- Human behavior and context are also key challenges in the process of sensor data interpretation [6]. There is a need for mechanisms capable of increasing the system’s robustness, by enabling the system to deal with the user’s context.

This document proposes the design, implementation and evaluation of a client-server architecture based on mobile crowdsensing, which enables CycleOurCity to perform its route classification tasks in an effortless and unobtrusive manner. The proposed solution takes advantage of the sensing capabilities of smartphones wielded by a community of participants, to classify the features that characterize a route.

Our thesis’s main contribution is the extension of the CycleOurCity platform to a mobile crowdsensing-based architecture, with the introduction of *Scout* — the mobile crowdsensing application. The latter will focus on measuring and classifying the slope and pavement condition of the streets traveled by the participants while using the application. In particular:

1) A street’s slope is inferred and classified using the pressure and location sensors, which enable the classifications to be performed regardless of the device’s position and orientation.

2) A street’s pavement type and its overall condition are inferred and classified using a supervised learning-based approach, more specifically, a *J48* decision tree is employed. Furthermore, we employ data normalization and calibration, which assure the classification’s accuracy, regardless of the device or its orientation.

Supporting cycling through mobile crowdsensing is not a novel approach. One of the earliest examples is Bikenet [7], which due to the rapid technological advancements in smartphone technologies, quickly became outdated. Biketastic [8] and Tripzoom [9] are the most current examples of mobile crowdsensing systems designed to support or promote cycling. Tripzoom was designed to recognize the activities and transportation modalities adopted by the users, this information was then used to guide the users towards more sustainable modes of transportation. While this is a relevant system, it is neither formally evaluated nor focuses of classifying the characteristics of the streets traveled by the participants. Biketastic [8], on the other hand, was designed to classify the pavement condition and the traffic density of the roads traveled by its users. However, to classify those characteristics, Biketastic employs crude and limited techniques, when compared to state-of-the-art techniques. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge Biketastic lacks rigorous evaluation of their effectiveness and precision.

To the best of our knowledge, the proposed solution is the first to classify a street’s pavement and its overall condition as a whole. Most of the studied solutions [10], [11], [8] focus on quantifying the condition of the road as the existence of punctual anomalies found in the road, for instance, potholes and bumps. For dynamic means of transportations such as the bicycle, which can easily avoid these anomalies, the existent body of work is not an appropriate solution. By mapping the pavement conditions of a city’s road network as a whole, it becomes possible to provide a better understanding of the road network’s state.

This report will start by presenting an overall study on mobile crowdsensing in Section II. Then in Section III, we describe the proposed architecture, designed to facilitate the effortless and unobtrusive classification of a street’s slope and pavement. Section IV presents a comprehensive evaluation that
demonstrates that Scout is a reliable and viable alternative to user-based classification. Finally, in Sections V and VI we draw our final conclusions and present possible future work, respectively.

II. RELATED WORK

Mobile crowdsensing is a particular type of mobile sensing systems, which relies on a large community of participants equipped with mobile devices with sensing capabilities. This approach presents itself as the next logic step for crowdsourcing platforms. Mobile crowdsensing allows crowdsourcing platforms to shift their source of knowledge from the user to the mobile device. Due to the user’s sway-able nature, contributed data may be influenced by their bias. By shifting the source of knowledge, platforms are able to gather information of higher quality and accuracy. In their study, Lane et al. [6] identified the set of factors and technological advancements that ultimately led mobile sensing applications to grow and gain momentum. First and possibly one of the most important factors is the appearance of low-cost mobile devices, such as smartphones, fitted with embedded sensors. Second, the existence of open Software Development Kits, as well as appropriately defined APIs, lowered the barrier of entrance for developers, allowing more applications to be developed. Third, the appearance of application markets allowed developers to distribute their applications to a larger number of users, scattered across the globe. And finally, technological advancements allowed developers to take advantage of the resources found in back-end servers, which typically far exceed the computational capabilities of mobile devices.

Most mobile crowdsensing systems resort to a client-server architecture [5], [6]. This architectural design encompasses a mobile client application primarily responsible for capturing raw sensor data. And a back-end server that is responsible for sensor data aggregation. From the moment the data is captured until its interpretation, raw sensor data goes through several filters and transformations. This data processing flow is represented in Figure 1, and is ensued as follows. First, data mediation is employed to ensure the sensor data’s quality, by discarding or amending low-quality samples. Second and depending on the sensors employed, calibration is performed. The filtered sensor data is adjusted according to the device’s orientation and position, in order to increase the systems robustness [12]. Third, raw sensor data is transformed and converted into features, which represent specific characteristics of the sensor data according to different domains. Relevant features are key in enabling the interpretation processes to unveil useful information [13]. Finally, the extracted features are analyzed and interpreted to elicit relevant information, typically through data-mining algorithms and statistical analysis tools.

A. Road Condition Monitoring

a) \( P^2 \): was designed by Eriksson et al. [10] in order to monitor the conditions of a road by detecting anomalies, such as potholes or bumps, while traveling by car. The proposed system leverages both the accelerometer and GPS sensors. The first is used to measure the road anomalies, while the latter is used to attest the location of the road anomalies and to measure the user’s speed. Feature extraction and road anomaly inference are performed by a back-end server. The core extracted features are the accelerometer readings’ variance and peaks. A sequence of filters is then applied to the features to distinguish between road anomalies, such as potholes, and road characteristics, such as train tracks. The filter used to identify road anomalies is referred to as \( z\text{-peak} \). The filter analyses peaks measured along the accelerometer’s vertical axis, i.e. the \( z \)-axis. Despite its potential, the solution’s evaluation revealed a high susceptibility to both false positives and negatives.

b) Nericell: extends the work of Eriksson et al. [10] by providing an additional filter — \( z\text{-sus} \), which is applied when the car is moving at lower speeds, more specifically bellow 25 Kmh. Even though at low speeds the \( z\text{-sus} \) detector outperforms the \( z\text{-peaks} \) filter, the proposed solution is still susceptible to high rates of both false positives and negatives.

It is important to note that both solutions were specifically designed for scenarios where the accelerometer is located inside a moving car. Additionally, the proposed solutions focus on measuring a road’s condition as the existence of isolated anomalies, namely potholes and bumps. The solution we propose, however, addresses the road condition as a whole. Because the system we propose was designed to run while the participants ride their bicycles, and due to the bicycle’s dynamic nature, in many cases potholes and bumps may be avoided by the rider. Hence, the \( z\text{-peak} \) and \( z\text{-sus} \) filters cannot be appropriately employed in our scenario. Instead, Scout classifies a road’s condition as one of four pavement classes, defined according to the pavement type and its condition.

B. Mobile Crowdsensing Systems for Cycling Support

a) Biketastic: is a mobile crowdsensing-based platform developed by Reddy et al. [8], in order to allow participants to share their cycling routes knowledge and experience, with ease and efficiency. Biketastic employs a client-server architecture that comprises a mobile application and back-end server, and focus on inferring the traffic density and condition of the roads traveled by the participants. Several sensors are leveraged to infer the different attributes that characterize a route, namely the GPS, accelerometer and microphone. To assure the solution’s robustness both the accelerometer and microphone readings are subject to calibration. All sensor data is processed and interpreted in the server. Noise, which is employed as a traffic indicator, is directly inferred through time-domain-based extracted features. Road conditions are also inferred directly from the accelerometer’s high peak feature. Although the system was evaluated by 12 volunteers, during a two week period, the precision of Biketastic’s inferences were never formally evaluated.

b) Tripzoom: is a project developed by Broll et al. [9]. It was designed as a mobile crowdsensing application that
combines mobility data and patterns, obtained through smartphones with sensing capabilities, in order to promote more sustainable mobility behaviors. Tripzoom is based on client-server architecture.

The mobile application leverages the smartphones’ sensing capabilities to measure the participant’s mobility behaviours. More specifically, the GPS, GSM and WiFi are employed. The mobile application’s architecture is divided into several modules, with different responsibilities. The proposed system focuses mainly on detecting the participants transport modality, and the activity being performed. Because the authors do not provide a comprehensive system evaluation, it is impossible to fully assess the Tripzoom application’s effectiveness.

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION

This project proposes the extension of the existing CycleOurCity platform – CycleOurCity v0, to a mobile crowdsensing-based system. The system resorts to a client-server architecture, which encompasses a mobile client application — Scout, and a back-end server — CycleOurCity v1. The former is a mobile crowdsensing-based application responsible for leveraging the sensors found in modern smartphones, namely the following sensors are employed: i) location; ii) linear acceleration; iii) pressure; and iv) rotation vector. The data generated by the sensors is then used to infer the slope and pavement type of the routes traveled by the participants, while using the Scout application. Once these characteristics are inferred by Scout, they are transmitted to the CycleOurCity v1 back-end server. CycleOurCity v1 is responsible for aggregating the information inferred by the mobile application, and relaying it to the CycleOurCity platform. CycleOurCity v1 encompasses the native CycleOurCity platform, as represented in Figure 2, which had already been designed and developed by Nunes [4].

CycleOurCity Scout, is a mobile crowdsensing-based application, which was designed to run on Android smartphone devices. CycleOurCity Scout’s architecture is depicted in Figure 2. The back-end server is partially implemented by the existing CycleOurCity platform — CycleOurCity v0. It provides persistent storage and allows its users to search and classify routes, through the web portal interface. CycleOurCity v1’s architecture is represented in Figure 2.

Because the purpose of the proposed solution is to allow the characteristics of the roads traveled by the participants to be monitored, the system presents no real-time constraints. Therefore, our solution is a fully delay-tolerant system.

A. Mobile Crowdsensing Architecture

As the stream sensor data is produced by the leveraged sensors, the Sensor Manager dispatches the sensor stream onto the Sensing Engine. The latter splits the stream into frames that are processed by a specific pipeline: one designed to monitor the route’s slope, and another for road condition monitoring. At the end of each pipeline the sensor sample frames are converted into classifications that specify the route’s slope and pavement type.

To minimize the energy costs, inherent from data transmission, the results are stored on a buffer. Mobile networks, like 3G, are susceptible to energy wastage caused by intermittent data transfers [14]. Because the system is delay-tolerant, this energy wastage may be minimized by performing bulk transfers instead. Additionally, this mechanism also allows our solution to postpone data transmission operations until a more efficient communication channel is present. It is the responsibility of the CycleOurCity Client to manage this buffer. Only when the buffer is nearly full or under certain conditions, will the classifications be transmitted to the back-end server.

Once the route classifications reach the back-end server, it is the OTP Translator’s responsibility to associate the results with edges from the CycleOurCity v0’s directed route graph. By doing so, the results may be inserted directly into CycleOurCity’s knowledge database, just as if the classifications had been manually performed by a human participant.

1) SensorManager: is the component responsible for managing and dispatching the sensor samples to different components, according to their sensor type. In particular it manages the following sensors: i) Location, ii) Linear Accelerometer, iii) Rotation Vector, and iv) Pressure sensors.

Once the samples are produced, this component dispatches them. If the samples are produced by either the location or rotation vector sensors, they are sent to the Active Geo Tagger. However, if they are produced by the linear accelerometer or pressure sensors, they are tagged with the Active Geo Tagger’s current geoTag2, and only then dispatched to the

2The geoTag contains the most current location and rotation matrix.
Sensing Engine component.

2) Sensing Engine: is our solution’s core component, and can ultimately be used by both the Scout mobile application and the CycleOurCity v1 back-end server. This component is responsible for managing the pipelines that classify the slope and pavement type of the street’s traveled by the participants.

Before presenting the Sensing Engine in detail, it is important to understand the architectural requirements that drove its design.

Sensor data processing responsibilities are typically distributed between the mobile application and the back-end server. However, sharing these responsibilities and finding a balanced solution is not always trivial. To ease the development of mobile crowdsensing-based systems, an important architectural quality requirement is portability. To assure this, the Sensing Engine was developed as an external library that may ultimately be employed in the mobile application and the back-end server. Additionally and to achieve portability, all mobile operative system specific APIs had to be avoided.

In the proposed solution, all sensor processing and interpretation logistics are performed by the Scout mobile application. However, the Sensing Engine’s library allows the server to be easily endowed with the capability to perform sensor processing and interpretation. This approach allows developers to focus on designing the sensor processing and interpretation logistics, regardless of where they may be performed. Once the logistics have been implemented, different configurations may be evaluated, to determine the one that preserves the user’s mobile experience without compromising the server’s scalability.

Finally, for simplicity and performance sake it was also decided that each sensor processing pipeline should not depend on the results of other pipelines. By making each pipeline independent, it becomes possible to improve performance by enabling concurrent pipeline execution.

With a better understanding of the main architectural requirements that guided our solution’s design. We proceed by describing the Sensing Engine’s architecture. The Sensing Engine is characterized by two pipelines: i) Road Condition Pipeline; and ii) Road Slope Monitoring Pipeline. A Sample Dispatcher Task manages a sensor sample queue, and at fixed rate intervals distributes the samples onto each specific pipeline. The pipelines are then executed and the samples processed and interpreted. Because each pipeline is independent, they may be executed concurrently.

a) Road Slope Pipeline: is responsible for processing the pressure sensor samples to determine the slope of the roads travelled by the participants. Given a window of pressure samples it starts by discarding those that are not coupled with the participant’s location or that are considered stationary. Then the samples are merged into a single value, which corresponds to the median of all pressure values. Using the density altitude formula represented in Equation 1 the participant’s elevation is computed. In this formula, $p$ is the pressure measured by the sensor, the remaining variables are constants that are simplified in the right-hand side of the equation.

$$elevation(p, p_0) = \frac{T_0}{L} \left(1 - \frac{p}{p_0}\right)^{\frac{gM}{55}} = 44330 \times \left(1 - \frac{p}{1013.25}\right)^\frac{1}{55}$$

(Eq. 1)

Given the derived elevation and the one computed in the previous pipeline iteration, as well as the distance traveled between the two iterations, the road’s slope degree is derived using the formula represented in Equation 2.

$$slope = \frac{\Delta elevation}{distance}$$

(Eq. 2)

Finally, the pipeline converts the road’s slope degree into a qualitative classification according to the mappings in Table I, which are specified according to CycleOurCity’s slope classification’s [4].

b) Road Condition Pipeline: is responsible for processing and interpreting the linear acceleration sensor samples to determine the pavement type and its overall condition of the roads traveled by the participants. Similarly to the previous
pipeline, the Road Condition Pipeline starts by discarding any samples that are neither coupled with the participant’s location, inverted rotation matrix, nor the accelerometer’s hardware offsets. To assure the precision and the robustness of the classifications inferred by the pipeline, it starts by normalizing and projecting the samples. Normalization is employed to reduce the negative effects caused by hardware inherent noise, which varies from device to device. These offsets are obtained during a one-time calibration process. The normalization stage is based on the one performed by Lu et al. in Jigsaw [15].

Projection, on the other hand, is employed to deal with the effects that different device’s orientations have on the sensors’ readings. By multiplying the linear accelerometer’s readings with the inverted rotation matrix, it becomes possible to project the sensor values onto an absolute coordinate system [16]. In addition to being susceptible to the device’s orientation, the linear acceleration sensor is also susceptible to the device’s position. This challenge is dealt by adopting a non-technical approach, where it is assumed that the device is fixed to the bicycle’s handle-bar at all times. Also known as a fixed-position solution, this approach has also been employed in other projects [17], [18]. With the quality of the sensor data assured, the pipeline’s next step is to extract the feature vector. During this stage a feature vector that comprises the 9 time-domain features represented in Table II, is extracted. In addition to enabling and improving the interpretation process, the feature extraction stage also allows the sensor data to be summarized. Finally, the generated feature vector is fed onto a J48 decision tree classifier, which implements the interpretation logistics. Depending of the different feature’s values, the J48 decision tree classifies the feature vector as one of the pavement classes represented in Table III.

3) Active GeoTagger: Because both Sensing Engine’s pipelines rely on the participant’s locations, and to facilitate inter-pipeline independence the Active GeoTagger component was created. Similarly to the Sensing Engine, this component manages two pipelines. However, unlike the latter, the samples are processed actively so that they may be immediately consumed by the Sensing Engine’s pipelines. The Active GeoTagger manages two pipelines: i) Location Processing Pipeline; and ii) Rotation Processing Pipeline.

a) Location Processing Pipeline: deals with the location sensor’s inaccuracies. There is a need to employ a admission control process, so that outliers may be removed. By doing so, the inferences made by the Sensing Engine can be associated to more accurate locations.

The pipeline starts by cleaning the sensor samples by removing irrelevant fields. Then an heuristic-based admission control process is employed, which discard samples considered to be outliers. This is a fundamental step to assure the accuracy of the routes tracked. Finally, the pipeline checks if the location sample is or not a stationary sample. A location is said to be stationary if the measured speed or traveled distance are zero.

b) Rotation Vector Probe: processes rotation vector samples. This pipeline starts by validating the rotation vector samples, discarding those with low accuracy. Then the samples are merged into one by computing the median of all values. Finally, the rotation matrix and corresponding inverted rotation matrix are generated. The latter is required by the Road Condition Pipeline in order to project the accelerometer readings onto an absolute coordinate system.

4) CycleOurCity Client: is primarily responsible for managing the data transmission processes.

The CycleOurCity Client component was designed to operate in one of three modes: i) local-only; ii) eager, which automatically transmits the classifications as soon as they are inferred; and iii) buffered, which only uploads the results once a certain amount data has been generated. Of the three modes of operation the latter is the most relevant one. By taking advantage of the system’s delay-tolerant nature, and postponing the data transmission operations, it becomes possible to minimize the data transmission costs. This is particularly advantageous in mobile networks, such as 3G. For the buffer size, we chose a 100 KB buffer. This buffer size was chosen given evaluations performed by Balasubramanian et al. [19].

B. CycleOurCity v1 — The back-end server

CycleOurCity v1’s main purpose is to allow the information inferred by the participating Scout applications, to be aggregated and made available to the CycleOurCity community. Participating Scout applications send their classifications to the back-end server, where they are stored on the Scout's
classification database. Because the proposed system is fully delay-tolerant, there is no urgency in processing these results. Therefore, the back-end server may take advantage of periods of inactivity or lower traffic to process the results without compromising its performance.

Periodically, the OTP Translator component fetches the classifications from the Scout’s classifications database and translates them according to the CycleOurCity’s data model. More specifically, it converts the classification’s geo locations into edges belonging to CycleOurCity’s directed route graph. Once this translation has been performed, the classifications are stored on CycleOurCity’s classification database. This database is then used by the Route Planner in conjunction with OpenStreetMap’s information, to generate an informed route graph. This which is used to recommend the best routes.

IV. EVALUATION

The purpose of this evaluation is to better understand if the proposed solution is a viable alternative to CycleOurCity’s user-based classifications. Scout’s correctness and viability are be evaluated both in terms of the inferred road slope and pavement type classifications. While the slope is traditionally a formally defined characteristic of a city’s road network, the pavement type and its overall condition is more subjective. Therefore different evaluation methods are employed for the two criteria.

A. Evaluation Methodology

All the evaluations were performed using a Nexus 5 device, running the Android L operating system, which comes equipped with a Qualcomm Snapdragon™ 800 2.26GHz CPU and 2GB of RAM.

Regarding the mobile crowdsensing data acquisition and evaluation, a standard bicycle with no suspension was used. The smartphone was then attached to the bicycle’s handlebar using a low-cost bicycle phone mount.

To evaluate both the slope and pavement classification inferred by Scout, different evaluation streets were selected. Our initial plan was select these streets based on the number of classifications found in CycleOurCity’s classification database. However, after a preliminary analysis, it was identified a lack of user classifications’ diversity in the CycleOurCity’s classification database. To address this challenge we chose the evaluation streets based on two criteria: i) the number of classifications in CycleOurCity; ii) street’s slope or pavement type; and iii) ease of test repetition. The selected evaluation streets are enumerated in Table IV.

Then, to mitigate the lack of human-based classifications a user survey was performed, where we were able to acquire a total of 25 responses. These participants where inquired with regard to their perceptions of the selected street’s slope and pavement type.

### Table IV: Evaluation Streets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pavement Type Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pavement Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slope Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slope Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effortless Climb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accentuated Climb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### B. Pavement Type and Overall Condition

During an initial preliminary stage, the Scout application was employed to gather accelerometer data, describing how the physical characteristics of the streets influence the device’s accelerometer readings. The purpose of this stage was to gather an extensive data set, which could then be applied as a supervised-learning classifier’s training set. Four different areas, in the city of Lisbon, were selected to represent each of the pavement classes described in Table III. These areas were selected based on their pavement characteristics and to the ease the acquisition of a large training set. A total of 1978 samples were collected, amounting to a total 1.65 hours of data. Each sample was characterized by a feature vector encompassing an extended version of the feature vector described in Table II.

Finally, using the Weka platform, several supervised-learning classification algorithms were studied, namely: i) J48 Decision Tree; ii) MultilayerPerceptron Neural Network; iii) libSVM Support Vector Machine; and iv) Naive Bayes. The different classifier algorithms were analyzed according to two metrics, precision and recall. These preliminary results represented in Table V, show that the best option is the J48 decision tree classifier. This classifier presents both the highest precision and recall out of all evaluated classifiers.

Despite its high precision, to reach a 95% precision the J48 classifier requires a tree with 79 nodes. Given the classifier’s large size, we decided to study which of the features could be discarded, as to reduce the classifier’s size. It is important to mention that the generated classifier had already been pruned by the Weka platform. This analysis lead us to two different configurations of the original J48 classifier: i) MediumTree, which discards the mean, median and range-crossings features; and

ii) SmallTree, which in addition discards the zero-crossings, mean-crossings and median-crossings features. These two configurations are compared on different levels in Table VI. The MediumTree allows for a smaller and more manageable classifier. However and despite its increased size, the MediumTree’s performance overhead is negligible, as its average execution time is only 0.1065 ms. The precisions were measured by

[^3]: All classifications found in the http://cycleourcity.org/ database by the 26th of August 2016.

[^4]: Some of the responses were discarded due to the participant’s inexperience of lack of knowledge regarding the selected streets.

[^5]: http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
implementing the two configurations in Scout, and evaluating the areas previously used to train the classifiers. The purpose of this approach was to understand how the dynamic nature of a real-world setting would affect the classifier’s performance. As is observable in Table VI, despite a noticeable precision decrease both classifiers still present high precision levels. Even though the SmallTree classifier presents an overall precision of 85.5%, we can see in its confusion matrix that it present a high number of false negatives when classifying streets with pavement class C, i.e. asphalt or tarmac in bad condition. Therefore, we decided to adopt MediumTree classifier.

Then to understand if the adopted classifier was a viable alternative to CycleOurCity’s user-based classification, we compared Scout’s and the user-survey responses with regard to the selected evaluation streets. Each of the four representative streets was then traversed up to 10 times using our smartphone equipped bicycle and classified using the Scout application. Scout’s classifications were obtained by selecting the mode classification out of all classifications generated for each run. Then by adopting the user-survey responses as our ground-truth, we compare Scout’s slope classifications with the user-based classifications. This analysis is represented in Figure 3.

For all four evaluation streets, we can see that in most cases both Scout’s classifiers inferences coincide with the classifications provided by the user-survey participants. Because for all evaluation streets, Scout’s MediumTree’s inferred classifications coincide with the ones provided by the user-survey participants, we consider this solution to be a viable alternative to user-based pavement class classifications.

C. Slope Evaluation

The purpose of this evaluation it to determine whether the Road Slope Pipeline is capable of accurately computing a street’s slope, regardless of the participant’s bias. To do so, we compare the results obtained by the Scout, with a ground-truth and the user-survey responses. The ground-truth selected for this study is based on Rosa Félix Lisbon’s slope cartogram [20].

Using the Scout application, each of the slope evaluation streets was traversed and evaluated for a total of 10 runs. For simplicity’s sake, we only accounted for positive slopes, i.e. climbs. Before evaluating the solution’s viability, we first evaluated the correctness of the measured slope degree’s with regard to the adopted ground-truth. The detailed results of this evaluation are represented in Figure 4. This evaluation revealed that the Road Slope Pipeline is capable of correctly measuring a street’s slope degree with a 79% precision. While this precision is acceptable, we believe it to be higher. The nature of the Largo do Leão street hindered the acquisition of accurate locations, which ultimately lead to deviations in the measured slope degrees.

Then to determine the viability of the Road Slope Pipeline, as an alternative to human-based classification with regard to a street’s slope, we compared Scout’s slope classifications with the user-survey responses. This comparison is represented in Figure 5. To understand which of the two alternatives is capable of providing more precise classifications, we compare

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Decision Tree</th>
<th>Neural Network</th>
<th>SVM</th>
<th>Naive Bayes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Recall</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE V: Classifier’s precision and recall comparison

SVM — Support Vector Machines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>SmallTree</th>
<th>MediumTree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>TP: 226 FP: 76 FN: 9</td>
<td>TP: 216 FP: 30 FN: 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>TP: 144 FP: 19 FN: 31</td>
<td>TP: 144 FP: 30 FN: 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>TP: 54 FP: 32 FN: 83</td>
<td>TP: 89 FP: 42 FN: 48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VI: MediumTree and SmallTree analysis

FP - False Positive and FN - False Negative

Fig. 3: MediumTree classifier’s precision relative to the user-survey responses
Recent advancements in smartphone technology have led to the appearance of a new paradigm of systems, the mobile crowdsensing systems. These have the potential to allow sensor-based studies to be performed at a larger scale and with reduced costs.

The focus of this thesis was to understand if a mobile crowdsensing-based system could be a viable and improved alternative to CycleOurCity’s human-based route classification. The effort required to classify a route has been one of CycleOurCity’s major obstacles to success, ultimately undermining its adoption by end users. Through the extension of the CycleOurCity platform to a mobile crowdsensing-based approach, it becomes possible to perform the route classification tasks in a transparent and effortless manner. However, in order for this to be possible without compromising the quality of the routes recommended by CycleOurCity, the proposed solution must be capable of classifying the characteristics of a street with the same precision as human-based classifications.

To allow the route classification task to be performed effortlessly, we developed and evaluated Scout, a mobile crowdsensing-based application. By taking advantage of the modern smartphones’ sensing capabilities, Scout is capable of correctly measuring the slope and pavement type of the routes traveled by the participants. As demonstrated in Section IV, Scout is a viable alternative to CycleOurCity’s user-based classifications. In particular, our evaluation shows that Scout is capable of correctly classifying a street’s slope with an 79% precision, and the pavement type with 88.2%. While we cannot claim Scout to be more precise than human-based pavement classifications, as this is a subjective criterion, we have demonstrated that Scout’s pavement classifications consistently to coincide with the user-based ones. Regarding a street’s slope, because the human-based classifications are susceptible to the participant’s bias, the classifications might not always correspond to the street’s actual slope degree. Since Scout’s slope classifications are unbiased, they are more precise than the user-based classifications.

While a street’s slope and pavement can be perceived as static characteristics of a city’s route network, by allowing the topography and pavement mappings to be performed by a large community of volunteers, it becomes possible to reduce the costs associated these mapping endeavours. The pavement type mappings are especially valuable, as these are not typically maintained by any organization and can be used to support urban planning initiatives.

VI. Future Work

The next step for the CycleOurCity project is to launch Scout as a production-ready application, for instance, in Google’s Play Store. However, for this to be possible we must provide a user-friendly application with added value. To offer a more attractive application, therefore attracting more
participants, we have envisioned Scout as a route guiding app that guides its users to a specific destination, and while on route, in the background, is classifying the physical characteristics of the route.

One of the biggest challenges for any city’s bicycle commuter is to choose the safest routes, in particular the ones that avoid streets with high traffic density. Hence, it would be of great value to provide Scout with the ability to classify a street’s traffic density. There are two possible approaches to this challenge. A simpler approach would be to ask the participants to mark the most dangerous streets on a summarized route track, once they reached the end of their commute. A less intrusive, although more complex approach would be to leverage the device’s sensing capabilities, namely the microphone and camera, to enable Scout with the ability to infer the street’s traffic density.

Because the information currently being captured by Scout is of great value, not only to the CycleOurCity community, it would be interesting to enable public access to this information. This would facilitate and enable more responsive urban planning initiatives. While the topography of a city is typically known and seldom changes, the pavement type and in particular its condition are more dynamic characteristics of a city’s route network. By facilitating access to this information city halls, for instance, could employ more responsive road reconstruction initiatives.

Finally to maximize Scout success, there are many mobile crowdsensing specific challenges that should be addressed. Namely, it is of great importance to assure the participants’ privacy and security. Additionally, and because the participants may not be willing to participate if the application compromises the device’s battery lifetime, it is important to address the energy-consumption challenges. These challenges may be addressed at three different levels, by adjusting the sensor’s sampling rates as to conserve energy, by avoiding comprehensive intrusive tasks, and by improving the data transmission operations.
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